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ONGR and ORGR Game Viewing Vehicle Policy for Vehicles.
The Boards of ONGR and ORGR have decided to formulate a policy guideline for game viewing
vehicles so that the vehicles on both Reserves have a similar look and feel. Both Usage
Agreements and the Reciprocal Traversing Agreements refer to “traditional game viewing
vehicles” however there are no clear-cut guidelines as to what is permitted.
As policy, the requirements for game viewing vehicles henceforth are:
1.

Four wheel drive with low ratio capability.

2.

The body colour will either be a dark green or beige, preferably not in a metallic finish.

3.

Vehicles must be open for game viewing, with or without shade canopies. In other words
no closed cabs.

4.

Vehicles that accommodate less than eight persons will be permitted, however only one
vehicle per unit may be in use at any one time.

5.

All passengers must be accommodated within the vehicle while in motion.

6.

Vehicles may be equipped without windscreens if preferred.

7.

Chrome finishes should be kept to a minimum but preferably completely removed.

8.

Conventional radios, tape recorders and CD players may not be used for entertainment
purposes and should preferably be removed.

9.

Vehicles in use must display ONGR or ORGR identification together with unit numbers
clearly displayed on each side and the rear of the vehicle.

10.

The use of Single or Multiple Row LED Light Bars, whether bumper or canopy mounted,
is strictly forbidden. Any such devices already fitted, are to be removed. Conventional
bumper mounted spot lights are permitted but only if they illuminate in combination with
the standard high beam lighting of the vehicle.

Please note:
1. Any vehicle type or make is permissible provided it meets the above criteria.
2. Except for the immediate action required in 10. above, members whose existing vehicles
do not meet these criteria are requested, where practically possible to comply. These
requirements, however, will apply to vehicles introduced after the date of issue of this
policy document.
3. The existing rules of both ORGR and ONGR do not permit the use of tracker seats.
4. Any exception to these requirements going forward will require respective Board
approval.

